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Renowned soccer coach resigns
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattleu. edit
Last Wednesday, Peter Fewing, longtime
men's soccer coach, resigned from his position
citing differences with athletic administration.
Although the details surrounding his resignation remain unclear, it has been made known
that he no longer enjoyed working at Seattle
University.
"The job just wasn't fun anymore for him,"
senior midfielder Nick McCluskey said. "Indirectly, he was constantly under their [athletic
department administration] thumb."
Fewing first came to Seattle University in
1988, after playing two seasons with the FC Seattle Storm, now known as the Seattle Sounders.
He soon recruited a teammate of his, JeffKoch,
to help him coach the team. Koch has assisted
Fewing for the past 17 years.
With more than 200 career wins at SU, Fewing racked up two National Championships in
1997 and 2004, two National Coach of the Year
Awards and five Regional Coach of the Year
Awards. Although his award list is long and
distinguished, his players remember him as a
father figure who taught them how to be honest
individuals, not just soccer players.
"Based on the situation I was in, I'm at peace
with the decision I made," Fewing said in a
phone interview. "I was blessed to work there
[SU]."
-

Citing conflicts with the administration, Seattle University's head coach of men's soccer, Peter
Fewing, announced his resignation last week. Fewing coached the Redhawks for 18 years and
constructed a national powerhouse that won the Division II national championship twice, once
in 1997 and then again in 2004. Above, Fewing celebrates winning the 2004 national championship.

See Controversy... page 4

OUR TRAGIC FALL FROM DIVISION
Second in a two-part series question
Katie Musselman

musselma@seattleu.edu
If you managed to see the film
Glory Road, featuring a scene
in which the Seattle University
Chieftains were the biggest threat
to a Division I NCAA national
championship team, then you may
have caught a glimpse of what
basketball used to be at Seattle
University.
"They were the biggest, flashy,
downtown raz-mataz team in the
state," said Seattle University President Stephen Sundborg. "They
were fast and they could dunk.
They were something else."
Now all that is left of the glory
days of Seattle University's Chieftains can be seen in a trophy case
right inside the front doors of the
Connolly Center. With players like
Elgin Baylor and Clint Richardson
going on to the NBA from SU, the

Nqws

that begs an answer is
what happened to SU athletics?
"SU had gone through very difficult financial problems in the 705,"
said Sundborg. "Father Sullivan
had to make some very difficult
decisions on which the board of
trustees backed him fully."
His decision, in order to take
Seattle out of the red, was to drop
the competitive conference from
Division I NCAA to NAIA, the
bottom of the rung in collegiate
competitive sports. The reasons for
choosing to drop athletics instead
of other alternative measures are
still contested by the alumni and
university officials. Regardless of
the validity of either side, the SU
Chieftains, who were responsible
for putting Seattle University on
the map, played their last year of
Division I in the 1979-80 season.
"There are three things that
people forget when looking at why
Division I was dropped," said head

Wiro

Opinion:
Invasion of privacy
As the Bush administration
argues its case for wiretapping
American citizens, there needs
to be a concerted effort to com-

bat this trend.
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BSU begins rebuilding

coach of men's basketball Joe Callero. "The first was simple finances.
The cost of running Division I
athletics was increasing while the
revenue was decreasing."
New to Seattle at the time was
the NBA Sonics team. Before the
arrival of the Sonics, the Chieftains
were the only game in town.
However, the eight to 12 thousand fans that usually packed the
Coliseum to cheer on the Chieftains were now paying that money
to see the Sonics. Hence, revenue
for Seattle University dwindled
along with its fan base, and corporate sponsorship, another source of
revenue, went along with it.
"In addition there was the start
of Title IX, which was starting to
put additional pressures on the university to fund women's athletics,"
said Callero, "which at the time
were given very low budgets."

See Division 1... page 10
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Black History Month
A collection ofcommentaries
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The Black Student Union
attempts to re-establish itself at and reflections regarding Black
Seattle University. After mem- History Month, and the influbership dwindled to six students, ence ofthe black community at
Seattle University.
reorganization has begun.
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The Veterans for Peace and the Evergreen Peace
and Justice Community worked together to set
up the Arlington Northwest Memorial Display on
SU's campus. The display, which resembles Arlington National Cemetery, pays homage to the
2,276 American soldiers that have died in Iraq.
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Departure should not cause support to dwindle
The only person who knows why Pete Fewing resigned his position as men's
soccer coach is Pete Fewing. Not Nick McCluskey, Wendy Guthrie, Rob Kelly
or even The Spectator. It's hard to point a finger of fault without talking to
the source, who has yet to comment on his decision.
Yet, the team would quickly blame Guthrie and her overbearii
presence within the team dynamic. Although the administratioi
continues to claim that Fewing's decision came as a completi
shock, it seemed apparent to the team that a problem had been wel

documented by university officials.
Whether one person or many were at fault in this matter, Fewing is a man that would never talk poorly of another for his own
good.
But his departure leaves an emptiness and a bitterness thathas
yet to be explained.
Although Fewing gave a vague explanation to his pi
ers and close friends, he forgot one other large group
supporters the past, present and future students of
-

Seattle University.
Whether we joined men's soccer from the sidelines of Championship Field during the fall or
fervently followed the team in articles written by
Spectator and Seattle Times reporters, the students

of Seattle University were proud of the accomplishments of the men's soccer
team.
For the first time since those glory days at Division I, the athletics department was establishing a name for itself- one of a sound athletic
tradition.
Alumni support for facility upgrades was soaring and athletes
across the country were picking SU as the competitive Division II
program that they wanted to be a part of.
Through this turn of events it is unfortunate to
see how certain alumni have reacted to Fewing's
resignation. While it is honorable that many have
remained loyal to their coach, their lack of respect
for the school is embarrassing.
These select alumni, some of whom are demanding the return of their donated money to facility
upgrades, are acting in a selfish manner and have
shown that their dedication to the improvement of
the school is a farce.
It is fine to be upset with one person, but don't
punish the 7000-plus students of Seattle University
by not providing for facility improvements for an
administrative mistake.

The Spectator Editorial Board consists

of Kevin Curley, Canda Harbaugh and Nicholas Lollini. Signed commentaries reflect the
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the spectator
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Sonora Jha
Faculty Adviser
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that those lines of work are not encouraged
by some of the professors.
I feel that I wouldbe better off just getting
all my credits from internships and doing
work that will further my career instead of
wasting both my time and money in a class
that I do not need or even want to take.
It is times like these why I even wonder
I chose to come to Seattle University for
journalism. Often times the only things
keeping me here are the friends that I have
made and the fact that I do not want to have
to be more in debt or go to school longer
than planned if I transferred to another
university.

,
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Protecting our privacy

Rob Lα Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
How anybody who considers themselves a
true American can support George W. Bush's

warrantless wiretaps is beyond comprehension.
Newspapers have been publishing lettersto-the-editor criticizing this policy, but there
have surprisingly been a fair amount of people
arguing in its defense. One man sent a letter to
The Seattle Times urging the State Department
to set up cameras on every street corner, and
thepolice chiefofHouston recently argued that
with his shrinking force, he deserved to place
cameras in apartment complexes, hotels and
even private homes.
All these people defend theirpositions on the
grounds of, "Ifyou aren't doinganything illegal,
you have nothing to worry about."
This philosophy is perhaps one of the most
narrow-minded and foolish ideas to be brought
to light in recent years. Though there is little
doubt that the government has been listening to
everybody's phone calls for decades, thefact that
Bush can publicly admit it, smugly saying that
he is acting within his rights and will not stop,
shouldbe grounds for a serious re-evaluation of
our political system.

Living in a country that was founded upon
the principles offreedomand liberty, how could
anyone support an act that is severely limiting
both of those? I am an upstanding citizen with
little reason to be under surveillance. What I
am discussing over the phone is irrelevant, but
I don't want people listening to even my tamest
conversations, and without a warrant there is no
reason that they should be.
Bush has been quoted saying, "If you quit
drugs, you join the fight against terrorism."
Does this mean that the War on Drugs and the
War on Terror are linked, so his powers to listen
stretches down to petty drug users and high
school potheads? He admitted that he used the
wiretaps on people within our country whomade
calls or sent e-mails to terrorist organizations in
other places ofthe world.But who defines these
"terrorist organizations"? Does Hamas fall into
this category?Does theAmerican CivilLiberties
Union or Greenpeace both groups traditionally
a pain for the government qualify?
Think of how many people within America
have family or friends tied to these organizations
or living in a country thathas a government the
U.S. disapproves of. With very little information regarding the exact numbers and reasons
for these wiretaps for the sake of "national
security," no doubt we the people have very
-

-

-

-

little to go off of; when the government says itis
used to "fight terrorists," the average American
feels that it is working. Need proof? A recent
poll by the New York Times said that 53 percent
of Americans support this privacy-abusing
program.
Warrantless wiretaps go beyond an issue of
loyalty to a political party. Whether thepresident
is an extremely liberal democrat or an extremely
conservative republican is inconsequential. One
of the founding doctrines of the United States
was the system of checks and balances, to
keep any one branch of the government from
getting too powerful. When the president feels
he can break the law and go above this system
of checks and balances in the name of a broad
and endless war, this country is crossing into
dangerous territory.
When every unpaid parking ticket, every act
of underage drinking, every act deemed "unacceptable" or "harmful to society" that is mention
over the phone lands people in hot water, don't
forget that there is a good chance you were
among the Americans who got yourself there. It
is naive and stupid to think that these are being
used only in clear-cut, life-or-death situations.
Look at Google, having to fight to keep the
Internet searches ofmillions ofAmericans private when counterparts like Yahoo! willingly
admit that they haven't. Do people honestly
think they want this information just to examine
search trends? The government does and knows
a lot more about your personal life than you
think; saying that we support these powers to
make our country "safer" is in fact doing the
complete opposite.
It is ironic that Democrats, those who traditionally advocate a big government withcentralizedpower, are leading the offensive against this
1'984-esque program.
Shouldn't the Republicans overlook their
allegiance to President Bush and.look at what
their party stands for small government,
limited spending and personal privacy? From
what I've seen regarding the wiretaps, they go
against all three.
Only when the two political parties come together,change policy and cut thepresident down
to size will theAmerican people be given closure
and hopefully their privacy as well.
-

-

-

Duped out of a quality education
William Crane
cranew@seattleu. edu
Many young people have started to question the power a college
degree holds. More and more, a
bachelor's degree is becoming
what the high school diploma
was to older generations. It is now
necessary to have a degree in order
to compete for jobs.
This necessity combined with
the advent of the Internet has created a boom in "diploma mills,"
which offer college degrees at
low prices for little or no actual
work.
One problem with these "institutions" is that they diminish the
significance of a college degree.
The other is that they are unaccredited or are accredited by dubious sources.
To stay a step aheadof the competition is hard and some people
now rely on false or misleading
information on their resume. For
someone who is" working hard
to earn a degree at a reputable
institution, this has created an unnecessary and harmful roadblock
to their careers.
A degree is not just a piece of
paper, it is a symbol that a student
has learned a specialization as well

as a core ofknowledge including
philosophy, history and science.
A "diploma mill" gives a person a
paper, but no real knowledge.
To combat this new trend, the
Washington State House of Representatives recently passed HB
2507. The bill prohibits people
from lying on their resumes or
listing a "misleading college degrees." It imposes a fine of up to
$1,000 to anyone who provides
misleading or false information
on a resume.
Critics of the bill argue that
this punishment is too harsh and
that it punishes students rather
than the institution. However, in
the competitive job market, there
must be measures to limit the appeal of these diploma mills and

unaccredited universities.
To promote false universities,
which take money from students
and provides with no skills or education, erodes the whole function
of a university system.
The United States' university
system is far from perfect, but
a genuine accreditation process
allows a student to know that
they will be earning a worthwhile
degree given the astronomical cost
of an education.
While the bill will punish those
who lie or mislead, the law also
serves to protect those who may
be falsely led into thinking that
these universities are accredited
or can provide them with a large
amount of knowledge in a short
time period. By having to list on

your resume whether a university
is accredited by a reliable source,
the allure of these degrees will
lessen greatly.
The hook of these online universities or diploma mills is that
someone can earn a diploma for
little or no work, a "get smart
quick" scheme.
This is a symptom of our current
culture in the United States. Not
just an educational problem, this
same symptom can be seen in diet
fads, get rich quick schemes and
even credit card debt. People in the
United States want things that they
have not worked to achieve.
Closing these diploma mills is
near impossible, given the sheer
number of Internet sitesand the location of these "diploma mills."
Levying a fine against those lying or misleading employers gives
a significant advantage to those
who are truthfuland work hard in
their studies.
It is unfortunate but necessary
that Washington State legislate
honesty.
If the Senate passes this bill
and Governor Gregiore signs it,
this will be a huge step forward in
making sure that a college degree
remains a symbol of education,
not just a frame on a wall.
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Letter
Dear Editor:

My name is Craig Gaunttand I attended
Seattle University from 1994-1998. learned
my B.A. in Communication Studies while
playing soccer underPeter Fewing, winning
a NationalChampionship in 1997 and a Final
Four in 1998. After Seattle University, I
was fortunate enough to work at Amazon,
com. Later, I attended the University of
Notre Dame, where I earned my M.Ed,
while teaching in under-resourced Catholic
elementary schools.
Today was a sad day for me. Today, I
learned Pete Fewing resigned as the coa'chof
Seattle University soccer. Pete was Seattle
U. soccer. The news came as ashock, which
resulted in frustration, amazement and anger.
How could a man walk away from his passion? Well, given my perspective, it doesn't
appear as though he was going to have any
other choice.
Pete Fewing, the man with abundant energy and ideas, embodies thevalues Seattle
University is striving to teach its students
and ingrain into the community at large. He
cares for his [players] while they are student
athletes and beyond. In fact, I believe, like
many great coaches, the true impact ofPete's
faith-based guidance and nurturing, can't be
fully realized until you've graduated.
One of Pete's many quotes honed our
ability to be leaders. "Be a leader. Don't be
led," ferments in the minds of current and
former players the understanding that we
were taught to be team players. To think
independently and act critically, he pushed
us to be leaders in the classroom, in the community and into our adult lives, as husbands
and fathers.
Pete's success, winning two National
Championships, a Final Four and two National Coaches of the Year Awards, is even
more impressive considering the manner
in which he demands the team to act to
be classy, respectful of our opponents and
good sportsmen. For example, in 1997 we
were the first team in NAIA history to win
the National Championship and the Nehls
Delquist Sportsmanship Award in the same
year. That is not an accident that is Pete
Fewing's high standards at work.
After reviewing the Mission Statement
for the Athletic Department, I found this
statement interesting: "To establish an
environment which develops and supports
ethical leadership, respect, teamwork,
sportsmanship, and community." I found
this poignant as in my experience withPete,
he has shown that he is constantly guided
by a moral compass and has exhibitedyears
of leadership, sportsmanship, respect and
communitybuilding. My main concern [Ms.
Guthrie], is can you use your tremendous
ability to scrutinize others on yourself? My
sense is that you have other motives and
agendas here.
[Ms. Guthrie], please be aware thatPete's
resignation is going to cast a very bright light
on you, your decisions and career.
In short, Pete was a good soccer coach,
but he is an even better role model who
constantly gave himself for the betterment
of his players. I'm pretty sure Pete takes
more pride in the fact that so many of his
fonner players come back to gamesand stay
connected to the program man he does winning GNAC Championships. Pete, besides
building a national powerhouse, has built a
family-like community of men during his
-

—

tenure.

Finally, please do not contact me in regards to any financial contributions to Seattle
University until Pete and his coaching staff
are back in charge ofSeattle U. soccer.
Craig Gauntt, 1998 Team Captain
-
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Team torn apart by coach's surprise departure
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleit. edu

In the simplest words, they are a family.
One of the most visible athletic teams on
campus, the Seattle University men's soccer
team has helped put Seattle University on
the map as a school where students hope to
be recruited.
In a dramatic shift of events, on Feb. 15,
head coach Peter Fewing surprised the athletic
department and the greater SU community
with his sudden resignation. According to
a Seattle Times article, Fewing cited irreconcilable differences with the new athletic
administration as the root of the problem.
As a result, lines have been drawn not only
across the athletic department and among
soccer fans, but also with Fewing's players
and the university.
What orice seemed to be a team with no
visible problems now seems to have been the
perfect illusion. Issues with the new athletic
department staff, questionable write-ups and
issues involving firmeradministration control
over Fewing's actions has more than half the
soccer team threatening to walk out. Senior
players who no longer have eligibility came
forward to talk about their concerns regarding
the situation.
"We are here to say what Pete cannot,"
said Nick McCluskey, a senior communication major. "He left because it was a hostile
work environment for him, and his name was
being slandered.The athletic department was
constantly trying to find hifn in the wrong. [As
a team] we constantly felt like we were being
viewed under this looking glass. Our athletic
director was constantly ridiculing decisions
that either Pete or the assistant coaches were
making."
Wendy Guthrie, director of athletics, was
picked in the summer of 2004 to lead the
athletics department in a new direction. She
holds an impressive resume with years of
experience, including the most recent eight
at the University of San Diego as the associate director of athletics and senior woman
administrator.
Eric Guerra, new assistant director of
athletics, was hired July of 2005. Prior to
Seattle University, Guerra spent six years
at Notre Dame as Coordinator of StudentAthlete Development. In his role at SU,
Guerra is responsible for the administrative
oversight of compliance and rules education,
academic support, and student welfare and
performance.
"There were obvious chinks in the chain,
there were times where [the administration
would hold] meetings during our practice
times and we'd be without a coach," said Me-

Clusky. "They would come out and tell Pete
about what he was doing wrong, and it was
done in a fashion that it was obvious for us to
know that there was something going on."
Along with attempting to address the issue with the athletic department, the student
athletes have tried to get the attention ofuniversity administration, with little success.
"Things have been pushed higher at the
top, and people with power kind of dismissed
them," said Jason Bressler, a biochemistry
major. "Sundborg won't talk to us, which is

always pushed us to not just be better players, but better people. He raised the bar, and
although we disliked it sometimes, itmade us
and the program better."
Within the SU soccer community is a
tightly-knit group of financial supporters
who back Fewing and his team. With their
help, Fewing was able to make his dream
of Championship Field a reality and raise a
large amount ofmoney for the team through
fundraising.
"Pete has always told us that we will al-

Photo courtesy of Jason Bressler

Fewing took this picture of the seniors on the men's soccer
team as they enjoyed their Senior Night. The current team
members were also joined by those who graduated last year,
continuing to foster the family type environment Fewing is
most known for embracing.
surprising.

The men's soccer team was the talk of the
school in 2004, with their 23 game winning
streak- the ninth longest in Division II history.
It was also the year the Redhawks became
NCAA Division II champions.
This accomplishment is owed in large part
to the efforts ofFewing, a man with a passion
for faith and a love of soccer. In the past 18
years, Fewing turned a mediocre team with
a record of eight consecutive losing seasons
into national champions. The most successful
soccer coach in Seattle University history.
Since Fewing walked onto the soccer field,
the Redhawks men's soccer team has had three
loosing seasons, and not consecutively.
"Pete's changed my life, and I know that
he's changed the lives of a lot of the other
guys on the team," said Alex Chursky, a senior
communication major. "I think that's why
our soccer team has been doing so well. Pete

ways be in the SU soccer family, said Justin
Miller, a graduated ECIS senior. "During my
freshman year, all of these alumni came up
and said, 'Hey Miller, good game. , I didn't
know them then, but now I'd go to battle for
those guys."
This group ofathletic supporters has rallied
around Fewing, and has tried to pull money
from the athletics department upon hearing
about his resignation.
"[Championship Field] was his dream,
his vision of a better place for people to play
soccer and now that its materialized, they
canned him," said Jacob Besagno, who graduated with a marketing degree and now plays
for the Seattle Sounders.
The decision is not only affecting current
donors, but also those on the team who will
soon be alumni themselves.
"When I think about whether or not I will
want to give money to the school someday, I
,

—

'

think, I want to give that money to the soccer team, to Pete, because I owe Pete. I owe
the soccer program for making me a better
person," said Bressler.
Fewing was written up three times this
year, which resulted in the suspension from
one game. Each of the violations involved
having outside people on the field with the
team. The instances, which were self-reported, were-.allowing alumni to train with
them more times than was allowed, inviting
his friends to train with the team during
the off-season, and having his son on the
field during practice. This last event was
considered a violation because his son is in
high school and it was seen that his son was
given an unfair advantage by being able to
be at practices since he will be of recruiting
age soon.
"Pete went to the department and asked
if these were violations," said Miller. "[The
athletic department] didn't honor the fact that
he was coming to them and simply asking if
he was doing things the right way, he was just
written up and suspended for it."
Many players on the team felt that the
athletic department was not looking out for
the best interests of the students.
"It was like we were at the same school,
but not on the same page [as far as what we
felt was best for the team]," McCluskey said.
"The athletic department is supposed to focus on making things better for the students
that's the most important thing. The [new]
athletic director is more concerned about
making her presence known that she is the
athletic director, that she is the law, her word
goes, and that's it, bottom line."
With Fewing gone, talk amongst the team
seems to be regarding when a new coach
steps in. As of yet no one has been named to
take the place of head coach.
"I asked [Guthrie], what's going to happen when you have guys that won't want to
play under a new coach, and she said, 'well,
we'll find a team. We'll get new players.' She
doesn't care a whole lot about what Pete put
together," said McCluskey. "For an institution that prides itself on acting professional...
that wasn't demonstrated through the athletic
department this year."
But with everything aside, the team feels
that the biggest loss will be their sense of

family.
"You know, as a team, we really do feel like
a family," said Miller. "Pete has really built
a family here for us. He would be the father,
and when the father's gone, it breaks up the
family. For us as recent graduates and future
donors, will we donate to the program, will
we come to the games, will it even feel like
a family anymore?"

Conflicts with administration fuels Fewing's decision
(continuedfrom page 1)

management, sponsorships, student-athlete welfare, and NCAA
compliance."
According to Rob Kelly, vice president of student developAccording to players, Fewing had been under constant presment, the issues surrounding the resignation of Fewing were
sure by Wendy Guthrie, current SU athletic director. Although centered upon this idea of structure.
Fewing has not made contact with the media since his resignaKelly was quick to say thatFewing's resignation was a comtion, he did meet with his team and alumni the day before he plete surprise to him and other staff members.
made his announcement.
"At every athletic department I've worked with, there are
"He basically told us that he had to take a stand," McCluskey always incidents where a coach has a problem with the athletic
added. "They [athletic administration] were going to get rid of director," Kelly said. "However, I was completely shocked
all his assistants."
when I found out that Pete had decided to resign."
In 2004, Guthrie was hired to fill the athletic director position
Nevertheless, Kelly, like the team, knows that Fewing's
and to bring structure to the department.
resignation from SU is a blow to the university.
"He was a great man [and] a great leader that embodied the
"A significant part of my job as director of athletics is to
assure that our athletics department is structured in a Way Jesuit mission," Kelly added.
that creates a solid infrastructure which supports institutional
Tim Leary, executive vice president, was on the hiring
control and integrity as it relates to athletics," Guthrie said. board that brought Fewing to SU in 1988.According to Leary,
"As a result, we have begun to strengthen areas such as budget Fewing's resignation should never have happened the issues
-

he had should have been addressed months ago. However, Leary
noted that in a phone conversation with Fewing on Thursday,
the former men's soccer coach was comfortable with the decision he made.
"Peter Fewing is a very religious man," Leary added. "When
he tells me that he has prayed about this decision and that he is
at peace with it, I have a hard time arguing with him."
Leary and President Sundborg talked with Fewing on numerous occasions last week to see if a compromise could be reached
to bring Fewing back to SU. However, no agreements could be
made.
"He specifically told me he was at peace with his decision,"
Kelly concluded.
The soccer team, alumni and current students continue to ask
questions about the resignation that seems to be unresolved. As for
some ofthe departing seniors who have played under Fewing for
four years, the departure of their head coach is an end to a longstanding tradition ofhonorable soccer at Seattle University.
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Homeless sleeping in library causes concern for safety
Rob LaGatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
On a Tuesday in late January, an engineering student studying in the Lemieux Library
24-hour reading room found his nostrils
overpowered by the stench ofurine. Looking
around, he was soon able to determine the
source ofthe odor: amongst the students reading and enjoying their 5 a.m. study session
were three older men from the surrounding
Capitol Hill community. These men were
homeless, using the reading room as a place
to sleep and rest.
Seattle University is an academic institution placed in the center of a highly urban
area. Straddling the line where many of
Seattle's downtown neighborhoods come to
a meeting point, any exit from the campus
takes students into a very different setting.
Each of these areas has a noticeable homeless
population, and SU students commonly see
transients using the campus to get from one
part of the city to another.
"Being in a city and as a Jesuit institution,
it's an interesting place for us to be, because
we want our neighbors members of the
community to be able to use our library and
our community," said Rob Kelly, vice president for Student Development. "[But] we
-

-

need to make sure the community is safe for
the people who are getting a degree here."
Kelly said that transients entering the
library is not a frequent occurrence, though
events such as this highlight the larger issue
of general safety in campus buildings.
Michael Aylesworth, sophomore mechanical engineering major, was the student who
witnessed the event. He says that when he
went to retrieve Public Safety to remove
the transients from the library, the officer at
the 24-hour window told him that for fear
of being accused of "racial profiling" the
three men were black Public Safety's hands
were tied.
"It is a pretty clear case that regardless
of race, it is a serious safety problem when
vagrants are roaming freely through campus
both to the students and the university,"
Aylesworth wrote in an email to Kelly and
Mike Sletten, director of Public Safety and
transportation.
When asked about the "racial profiling"
statement, Kelly acknowledged that the officer on duty may not have handled himself
properly.
"They shouldn't say anything," he said.
"They should just go and investigate what's
going on."
Public Safety has issued trespass warnings
-

-

-

to individuals in the library at an average of
three to five times a year over the past three

years. While officers do patrol the library,
Sletten wrote in an e-mail Tuesday, "Sleeping (in and of itself) is not a behavioral
violation."
Though Sletten said the library provides
"limited service access" to the community,
students are coming up with solutions to
ensure that it is just that: limited. A plan suggested would be to install card readers much
like there are outside the doors and within the
elevators of the residence halls more places
on campus, including the reading room.
In Fall of 2005 university librarian, John
Popko, submitted a request to the school for
installation of a card reader at two entrances
to the library something that he expects to
be dealt with in coming months.
Other school administrators also support
the idea.
"As an institution that's looking out for the
safety and welfare of our students, we need
to be putting card readers in more places
than there are," said Kelly. "We need more
card readers, cameras [and] things like that to
make the campus a safer environment."
In an urban community that has broad cultural and economic implications and places
people from many walks of life in a five-

-

-

block radius, Kelly encouraged students to be
aware of their surroundings the university
often warns students not to prop open doors
or let strangers follow them into buildings.
Aside from outsiders sleeping on campus,
this year many students have fallen victim
to robbery, and there have been thefts from
university buildings even during daylight
hours. The Lemiuex Library presents an
especially difficult case, as people who are
not necessarily students use it to conduct
business or research.
Aylesworth, the founding president of
Engineers Without Borders
a club that
works to bring sanitation and construction to
developing communities says that he supports reaching out to the poor and helping the
community around Seattle University, but not
at the cost of his academic studies, especially
when implicit rules of the SU community
are violated.
"My grandmother volunteers for the food
bank. They service a wide variety ofindividuals from the homeless to the middle class.
Even so, they have rules," he said. "It isn't
a bad thing that rules exist to foster helping
others. Context, rules, structure these things
make a society. Abject love and caring for
everyone and everything without limit, context, rules, or structure is naivete."
-

-

-

-

-

Decline in BSU leads to opportunity to rebuild
Kevin Himeda

himedak@seatt!eu. edu
Seattle University's Black Student Union (BSU), has had
some difficult times during the past year, but is nevertheless
confident in its success for both future and present endeavors.
Since its inception in the 19705, the BSU has worked to
bring black students together to educate the Seattle University
community about their heritage and help otherblacks to better
identify with who they are.
An important time for the group is Black History Month, a
national period of recognition that began in the early 1900s.
During this month, the BSU typically hosts a range of events
to celebrate.
This month, theBSU has organized several events to celebrate
black history, including "Movie Night," the "African American
Student Art Exhibit," and "Black History Jeopardy."
However, recent years have seen a decline for the BSU, with
participation and dedication dwindling. At one point, theBSU
had only six active members, and their ability to carry out the
club's mission was severely impaired.
Lloryn Hubbard, a junior biology major and BSU copresident, said that the club's fortunes are now turning for the
better.
"This year has been a rebuilding year," she said.
Hubbard, along with co-president Marcus Steele, a senior
criminal jusrice major, has focused on making changes to the
BSU, including removing all membership fees to encourage

people to join.
"Instead of six members, we now have around twenty to
thirty," Hubbard said. "Our participation has increased. A
lot more people are active."
However, Hubbard admitted that the club's ability to carry
out its mission is still stalled.
"This year, we haven't done much to educate," she said.
"Right now it's about rebuilding."
This fact is difficult for the BSU to ignore, as Black History
Month continues unabated yet seemingly unnoticed by the
rest of the university. "Movie Night" attracted only a few
people outside the club, and many of those BSU members
who did arrive grew disinterested and left.
Meanwhile, the student art exhibit has only a few pieces of
work including a painting and two poems hanging on the walls
of the Office ofMulticultural Student Affairs.
"We put up flyers. We get the word out," Hubbard said. "We
do what everyone else does. But for Black History Month, you'd
expect the participation to be small."
The primary event that BSU is conducting for Black History Month, however, is not supposed to be small. Scheduled
for Feb. 24, the Umoja Ball usually attracts several hundred
students, with dinner, music, dancing and prizes focused on
the theme ofAfrican American experience and culture.
Keynote speakers at the event will include Calvin Lyons,

executive director ofRainier Scholars, an academic initiative
focused on helping "students ofcolor" in academia through
support services such as counseling.
"This is the twelfth Umoja Ball, and it brings a very diverse
crowd," Hubbard said. "Tons of people come, even from Seattle
Central and the UW."
While BSU may be busy rebuilding, they are not the only ones
confident that the Umoja Ball will be successful.
"There's definitely moreroom for improvement and growth,"
said John Hopkins, associate director for OMSA. "But I think
they have solid leadership and the members are enthusiastic."
Hopkins explained the difficulties of clubs such as BSU,
whose range of potential members is extremely small with a
university that is predominantly white.
While some clubs have actually 'died,' in a sense, Hopkins
maintainsthat BSU has simply suffered the type of setbacks that
all clubs experience at one time or another.

He acknowledged the difficulty in marketing an event that is
dedicated to the recognition ofa minority group.
"One of the barriers is where you have people on both the
outside and inside think that the event is only for that specific
audience," Hopkins said. "In that case, it's very challenging to
get the public involved."
Hopkins would encourage all students to participate, African American or otherwise.
"We all come from some place. We all come from a context, or web of meaning, and our ethnicity becomes a crucial
place where that identity is explored," he said.
Hopkins wants to encourage those of African descent
to "open yourself up to possibility" and for those of other
ethnicities to "open yourself up to another experience."
But as far as BSU goes
"Look at it this way," he
said. "There would be no Umoja Ball if they were really
declining."
—

Students discuss the impact of interracial dating

—

Linda Young, Ph.D., left, of Seattle University's Counseling & Psychological
Services lead a casual discussion on interracial and cross-cultural dating.
The group met in the International Student Center lounge on Tuesday, Feb.
21 and talked about the stereotypes that go along with interracial dating and
how it is viewed on the SU campus.
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India begins mass slaughter
of fowl as Europe grapples
with outbreaks of avian flu

International

NAVAPUR, India (AP) Health officials and farm workers
in protective clothing began slaughtering hundreds of thousands
of chickens in western India on Sunday, hoping to prevent the
spread of the deadly HSNI bird flu virus.
Europe stepped up its battle against bird flu as the European
Union's top poultry producer, France, grappled with its first
reported case of the lethal virus.
European poultry farmers said consumption has fallen and
caused hundreds of millions of dollars in losses. Germany ordered some birds killed on theBaltic Sea island of Ruegen. The
number of deadly flu cases in Italy rose to 16.
Indian officials reported a 27-year-oldpoultry farm owner had
died ofbird-flu-like symptoms, though tests had yet to determine
what killed him.
"At this juncture we can only suspect that the cause of his
death could be bird flu," Surat district officer Vatsala Vasudev
told the Press Trust of India news agency.
Workers in Navapur, a major poultry farming region in
western Maharashtra state, dumped bird carcasses and gloves,
goggles and blue gowns used by health teams into deep pits at
poultry farms.
Bird flu has devastated poultry stocks and killed at least 91
people, mostly in Asia, since 2003, according to theWorld Health
Organization. Most human cases ofthe disease havebeen linked
to contact with infected birds.
Scientists fear that the virus could mutate into a form that is
easily transmittedamong humans, sparking a pandemic.
Since early Sunday, more than 200,000 chickens had been
killed in Navapur ofabout 500,000 expected to be slaughtered
within a 1.5-mile radius, said Anees Ahmed, the Maharashtra
state minister for animal husbandry.
Poultry farms were closed to everyone but health officials

&

News

-

The government has banned
the sale or transport of chickens
from the area, and checkpoints
have been set up to inspect
trucks.
India exports some $84.4 million worth of poultry products
a year to Europe, Japan and
the Middle East, and has seen
a rise in overseas orders in the
past year as countries such as
AP Photo/Rajesh Kumar Singh
Indonesia struggled to control
A vendor sits with his chicken at a market in New Delhi, India,
bird flu outbreaks.
"Now countries will shut us Sunday, Feb. 19, 2006. Wearing protective gloves and masks,
out," said Ajit Ranade of the health officials and farm workers slaughtered thousands of
Bombay Veterinary College.
chickens in western India Sunday, a day after the country reNeighboring Nepal on Sunday
ported its first outbreak of bird flu.
said it was banning imports of
buildings. We ask the people to cooperate and not to dump
all poultry and poultry products
from India, while Bangladesh said it would step up surveillance anything into the Nile, please," Health MinisterHatem Mustafa
along its border with India to prevent smuggling ofbirds into el-Gabaly said.
France on Saturday joined Austria, Germany, Greece,
Slovenia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Romania, Russia, Turkey
Italy,
InEgypt, authorities closed the Cairo zoo after six of 83 birds
and
Ukraine
in the ranks of countries with deadly bird flu in
that diedthere recently tested positive for the HSNI strain. Health
authorities said tests still had not found the disease in humans. Europe.
Some farmers in the southeastern French town of Joyeux,
officials, meanwhile, pleaded with citizens not to
of dead chickens, turkeys or other birds by throwing where the infected wild duck was found, began slaughtering
their birds as a precaution.
the roads, irrigation canals or the Nile River.
than 90 percent of the cases so far have been found
"I panicked," 64-year-old Gabrielle Josserand said after killing
-y kept in cages on roofs or balconies of apartment
her two geese and eight ducks. "But I chose to act right away."
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Supreme Court sides with church
in dispute over illicit tea drinking
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block the importation of drugs including dimethyltryptamine, also known as DMT.
"The government did not even submit evidence
addressing the international consequences of
granting an exemption for the (church)," Roberts

Justices, in their first religious freedom decision wrote.
under Chief Justice John Roberts, moved deciThe justices sent the case back to a federal
sively to keep the government out of a church's appeals court, which could consider moi;e evireligious practice. Federal drug agents should dence.
Roberts, writing his second opinion since joinhave been barred from confiscating the hoasca
tea of the Brazil-based church, Roberts wrote in ing the court, said that religious freedom cases
the decision.
can be difficult "but Congress has determined that
The tea, which contains an illegal drug known courts should strike sensible balances."
as DMT, is considered sacred to members of O
The case is Gonzales v. O Centra Espirita BenCentro Espirita Beneficiente Uniao do Vegetal, eficiente Uniao Do Vegetal, 04-1084.
which has a blend of Christian
beliefs and South American
traditions. Members believe
they can understand God only
by drinking the tea, which is
consumed twice a month at
four-hour ceremonies.
New Justice Samuel Alito did
not take part in the case, which
was argued last fall before
Bed
S^l
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
before her retirement. Alito was
on the bench for the first time
on Tuesday.
Roberts said that the Bush
administration had not met its
Our program is accepting applications for 2006
burden under a federal religious
that
it
freedom law to show
■ Build skills to make a
■ Earn a master of arts or science in our two-year
could ban "the sect's sincere
interdisciplinary conflict resolution master's
substantial impact in a
degree program.
variety of areas, including
religious practice."
violence prevention
■ Master specific skills (e.g., mediation, negotiation,
The chief justice had also
communication, reflective practice) to manage,
labor relations
been skeptical of the governenvironmental and ■
transition, or resolve disputes.
ment's position in the case
natural resources disputes
■ Apply new knowledge, working closely with
faculty mentors, through internship and
last fall, suggesting that the
■ business relationships
professional project experiences.
community disputes
administration was demanding
■ Study the connections between various forms of
family and two-party
too much, a "zero tolerance apconflict
social, economic,
(e.g.,

The Bush administration had
argued that the drug in the tea
not only violates a federal narcotics law, but a treaty in which
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ruled unanimously Tuesday that a small congregation in New Mexico may use hallucinogenic tea
as part of a four-hour ritual intended to connect
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44. Protagonist

14. Potpourri

skating.
Ahn Hyun-Soo won his second gold medal of
these games and teammate Lee Ho-Suk took the
silver.
The other American, Rusty Smith, finished
fourth. China's Li Ye was fifth.
Ohno was hot on Ahn's trail in the closing laps,
with Lee in third. Lee darted out near the padded
wall to get a better angle on Ohno, cutting in on the
AP Photo/Domenico Stinellis
American to take second on the next-to-last turn.
Bronze
medalist
Apolo
Anton Ohno,
As Ohno crossed the line third, he threw up
of
his hands. Known as one of the toughest skaters
the United States, celebrates
to pass, Ohno seemed to say, "Oh well, he beat
during the medal ceremony for the
me."
Short Track Speed Skating Men's
The bronze gave Ohno a complete set of Olym1000 meters at the Turin 2006 Winpic medals. In 2002, he won a disputed gold in
the 1,500 over the South Koreans and took silver ter Olympic Games in Turin, Italy,
Sunday Feb. 19, 2006.
in the 1,000.
his
first
event
earlier
the
In
in
week, Ohno Australia's first gold at a Winter Games. Li was
stumbled while attempting a bold pass on the leader disqualified and Ahn finished fourth. Li didn't
in the 1,500 and failed to get out of the semifinals. make the final this time.
Ahn won the 1,500 and Lee finished second.
Four years later, the results were quite differThe 1,000 became famous four years ago, when ent.
a massive pileup left four skaters sprawled on the
If any hard feelings remained from 2002, they
ice. Ohno was one of them, but he managed to disappeared during the bouquet presentation.
crawl across the line for second.
Wearing a blue USA T-shirt, a blue bandanna and
China's Li Jiajun caught his skate on Ohno's a large gold chain, Ohno stepped on the podium
while trying to pass and spun out. That sent Ohno to receive his flowers.
sliding into Ahn, and both went down, wiping
Ahn then invited Lee and Ohno to share the top
out Mathieu Turcotte of Canada. And that, in
spot with him. The three put their arms around each
turn, cleared the ice for Steven Bradbury to win
other, and Ohno shook hands with both his rivals.
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TURIN, Italy (AP) The South Koreans waited
four years and ganged up on Apolo Anton Ohno,
dropping the American star to an Olympic bronze
medal Saturday in 1 ,000-meter short track speed-
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South Koreans defeat Ohno
in 1,000-meter short track
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Revealing the struggle for civil
University
through newsp
—

Months before the ordinance was voted on, SU students
and faculty joined in rallies and marches, both school-wide
and city-wide, in support of the measure. Letters to the editor
poured in before and after the vote.
While the SU community- was dejected by the overwhelming opposition to the measure, some good came out ofit. As a
directresult of the debate over the ordiance. a sociology course
onrace relations was created in 1963. The class, whichoffered
an array of guest speakers once a week, was free for any SU
students to audit. Some topics covered included "civil rights
legislation and the constitution' and "the non-violentresistance
movement."' A new club, the SU Civil Rights Committee, was
also formed that same year, bringing in activist speakers and
engaging in non-violent activism.

Bobby Davis (Top), Black Student Union
(BSU) president of SU in 1970, addresses SU
President Fr. Kenneth Baker, SJ, about racism at Seattle University during a protest.
Bobby Davis (Right) and other BSU members interrupt a student senate meeting to
demand more money for the BSU in order
to put on a "black homecoming." They asserted that the regular homecoming dance
only catered to white people.

Canda Harbaugh
harbaughiapeatileu. edit
ooking through old Spectator issues from the 1960s
and early 1970s can, at first, be deceiving. On campus,
black musicians entertained students; black authors.
M «f civil rights activists and politicians spoke; and photos
of black students as athletes, club members and members of
the student government were prominently displayed in the
student newspaper.
While Seattle University had an official policy of non-discrimination from before the Civil Rights Movement, the faculty and
classes reflected a Eurocentric culture, and racism still pervaded
campus.
The Black Student Union (BSU) and its supporters, along with
other minority organizations, rallied and petitioned through the
years and were even beat and arrested by police during a protest on campus in 1970. Members of the SU community were
forced to acknowledge and confront the racism that existed in
themselves and other people.
Seattle University, like Seattle itself, did not experience the
Civil Rights Movement in a vacuum the SU community was
disillusioned when an equal housing ordinance was voted dowa
grieved when MartinLuther King was murdered, and was hopeful with the passing of the Civil Rights Act.
Here is a small sample of the activities that the SU communis was engaged in and events that took place during Seattle

"State BSU convention
here Saturday"
(Oct 23,1969 The Spectator cover)

-

-

-

"Open Housing Dumped by

Seattle vote, 2-1"
(Mar. 11,1964 The Spectator cover)

The Seattle Open-Housing Ordinance, an ordinance that made
it illegal to deny housing to people based on racial discrimination,
was struck down the first year it was put up for a vote in March
1964. Three years later, it was finally put in the books.

A state BSU convention was held at Seattle University, with
over 200 delegates from 11 of the major BSU organizations in
Washington, on Oct. 24-25. 1969.
Non-BSU students weren't allowed to sit in. In fact, security
for the conference was so tight that all entrances were guarded,
white newscasters were barred and delegates were asked to
leave tape recorders and cameras outside.
The keynote speaker was unable to come, as he was under
indictment for inciting to riot. Famous militant leader H. Rap
Brown was probably most famous for public statements such
as "Violence is as American as cherry pie" and "If America
don't come around, we're gonna' burn it down."
Those who did speak included Cathy Halley. a Seattle Black
Panther Party organizer, and A.B. Spellman, a professor and
long-time member of the Black Power Movement.
Coincidentally, the term "black power" was first used
in a speech given in Seattle two and a half years before by
Spellman's friend Stokely Carmichael, a leader of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). Carmichael
defined it as an assertion of black pride and "the coming
together of black people to fight for their liberation by any
means necessary."

Point of view: students voice their opinions about Black History Month
There is a lot to learn to learn
about the contributions of
African Americans, no matter
how much you think you know
Colina Barlow
barlow c@seattleu. edu

Punch, street sweepers, disposable syringe.
horse shoe, signal generator, lawn mower.
Type-writing machine, the boot or shoe, the luggage car-

What do all of the items have in common with one another?
Aside from the fact that these are all items people probably
use frequently, they are also all items that were invented by
African Americans.
Now. I would be willing to bet that a lot of people may
not have known that these items were all invented by black
inventors. In all honesty, I didn't even know that halfof these
items were invented by black inventors.
But in light ofBlack History Month. I decided to look up
"black inventions" on the Internet to see what I could find.
The list was pretty long, as I expected that it might be. but
do you know that the items listed above were only invented

by males or females with the lasts names starting with A or
B, and the items listed above are not even 50 percent of the
ones listed?
Being a black female, I honestly thought that I was pretty
informed about the history of black people. Last year for
Black History Month, I wrote a story for The Spectator
describing how black history month came about.
Dr. Carter Godwin Woodson declared the month ofFebruary to be Black History Month in an effort to bring national
attention to the contributions ofblack Americans.
However, after coming across this list, I noticed a bit of
ignorance on my part. I have always assumed that black
people pretty much know black history, and that Black History Month is mostly a time for people to acknowledge and
celebrate the contributions ofAfrican Americans. However, I
feel that I have honestly come to a new realization about what
Black History Month really is. and what it means to me.
I have always had the mindset that in order to get where
you are going, you have to know where you came from. I
still hold this notion to be very true, even as I realize that I
probably would not have had the opportunity to be at such a
fine learning institution as SU if it had not been for groundbreaking heroes like MartinLuther King Jr. and Rosa Parks,
who were not afraid to stand up for equality.
However, there were many more people who were essential not only to the civil fight of the AfricanAmerican culture,
but also to the field ofinventions and accomplishments that
have now become normal parts of our everyday lives.
For example. I knew all about Madame C.J. Walker, who

invented the first black hairproducts. such as the relaxer, and
the one product that I cannot live without, the straightening
comb, which enabled black women to be able to straighten
their hair. I knew that she was the first serf-made AfricanAmerican woman millionaire.
However. I did not know about Reginald Lewis, the first
black man to own a billion-dollar company.
I knew about Nat King Cole, the first black entertainer to
host his own show on national television.
However. I did not know that Diahann Carroll was thefirst
black actress in television history to star as a professional
person in her own series, or that James Blake composed
the first Broadway musical written and directed by African
Americans.
I now realize thatBlack History Month is much more than
just a celebration of accomplishments. It is a month when
we can all take the opportunity to set aside specific time to
learn more and educate ourselves and others about the history of African Americans.
We should never think that we know all that there is to
know, or even that we know enough, because, as I have
found, there's always something new to learn.
Many African Americans have made significant contributions to the history, science, government, sports and
entertainment of our culture. Their stories and backgrounds
are diverse and wide-ranging, and some may not even be
commonly known, but they all provide great lessons in history and character.
Celebrate Black History Month everyday, if you can.

rights at Seattle
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'"Black Homecoming'

issue for strike"
(Jan. 15,1970 The Spectator cover)

While most protesters were peaceful, some turned to violence. Pictured above is one of the large cafeteria windows that rioters broke.

Homecoming week at Seattle University used to be one of the
biggest group of events of the entire year culminating with the
infamous homecoming dance.
The BSU quietly planned their own "black homecoming"
dance the 1968-1969 school year, but weren't so quiet about
it the next year.Seven members ofthe BSU appeared at a student
senate meeting SU's governing body
and demanded $900
more than the club"s annual budget of $600 in order to hold a
black homecoming dance.
Bobby Davis, who had just taken over as president of SU's
BSU and was previously the B SU president ofSeattle Community
College, gave the student senate an ultimatum.
Unless the financial demaid was met, "There is not going to
beanymore ball playing at this university," he said to the shocked
-

-

Police (left), wearing riot gear,
march to Pigott to clear out protesting students.

-

"Troubled week: SU readied for major protest rally

"Rally tops week ofSU
protest, violence"

senate.

At the time, over half of SU's famous basketball team was
black.
"Now you gave $3700 in your budget to a white group to go
out and put on a white homecoming for a black team," Davis
continued. "This is the kind of monolithic ameliorism that the
black people have to contend with. Your Neil Diamond can only
be relevant to white, completely bourgeois people."
Neil Diamond was. of course, the entertainment
Senators adjourned and called for an emergency meeting later
that day. The sessioa which last until la.m.. had the largest crowd
a senate session had ever seen.
In that sessioa student senators voted 11 to 5 to allot the BSU
$1025 fortheir 1970 activities $425 more than the original figure,
but $475 lower than the demanded amount.
The BSU was allotted the money on condition that after that
year, there would be only one homecoming, and that the homecoming planning committee would work with the BSU in years
to come.
"This is the last time there will be a 'black homecoming' or a
"white homecoming'," said ASSU vice president Doug McKnight
"Next year there will be a homecoming for both."
The BSU invited everyone to their dance, which had the theme.
'"We're young, gifted, and black."
-

,'

(May 21, 1970 The Spectator cover)
SU's Student African American Movement for Equality
(S AAME). along withother SU clubs and groups from Seattle
Community College and the University of Washington, protested what leaders called the "inherent racism" on campus.
Protesters demonstrated on and off during the third week of
May 1970 while most were peaceful, some protests turned
violent. About 25 students from SU, UW, and SCC separated
from one of the rallies and entered the cafeteria, overturning
tables and breaking windows. Other protesters interrupted
classes and took over the president's office. One student who
opposed the demonstrators received stitches after he was beat
over the head.
Protesters chanted. "Baker must go!" referring to the SU
president at the time, Fr. Kenneth Baker. SJ.
Protester Dan Schueler. a UW student at the time who now
has a son who attends SU. participated because he heard
that Fr. Baker told black students to "go back to the jungle."
While peacefully protesting. Scheler was beat and arrested
by police.
"The cops kind of went nuts. There were protests just non-

Black History Month is tokenism
in its worst form. Black culture
goes so far beyond slavery and
the Civil Rights Movement.
Krystal Corbray
corbrayk@seattleii. edu

schools across the country do their duty in
acknowledging it. I've begun to wonderwhat
good those 28 days of "awareness" are really doing.
Considering the way black history becomes a focal point
in February but gets barely a second glance for the rest of the
year, it seems as if this country is simply paying its "dues" to
the black community.
By relegating the study ofblack culture to a single month out
of the year, the UnitedStates is perpetuating the marginalization
of a demographic whose history is intimately and irrevocably
linked with the history of this nation.
Even though Seattle University puts on events like the
conference by the Association for African American Historical Research and Preservation earlier this month, attendance
at these gatherings is sparse and knowledge about them even
more so.
"Last school year was the first time in five years that there
were actually on-campus events forßlack History Month," said
Lloryn Hubbard, co-president of SU's Black Student Union
(BSU). "We need to recognize the fact that it was started with
the mission of celebrating our heritage."
According to JohnHopkins, associate directorof the Office

-

.

of Multicultural Student Affairs (OMSA), when it comes to
celebrating heritage months on campus. OMSA is limited by
a strict budget and a lack of adequate staffing.
"'I would love it if we had [funds] for every heritage month
but we don't," Hopkins said, explaining that OMSA works
with available resources to honor cultural months. "We've
teamed up with BSU to put on events like the Rosa Parks talk,
the black students' art exhibit, Umoja Ball and Black History
Month Jeopardy."
Yet, the Rosa Parks talk that took place in the Campion
BallroomonFeb. 9 attracted less than2o attendees, and though
students, including myself, might glance at posters ofMartin
Luther King Jr. and recognize his importance, we've been
bombarded with the same, rote history since grade school and
it's almost tiresome.
For me, the problem with Black History Month is that it
seems to be nothing more than a checklist of facts to cover:
MLK? Check. Civil Rights? Check. Racism is bad? Check. But
even worse, those facts are almost always past tense, which
gives the impression that the most important aspects of black
history have stopped taking place.
In fact, in every U.S. history textbook I've ever used, the
role of the black community is usually limited to a chapter
about civil rights and a paragraph or two referencing slavery
or the Harlem Renaissance. This sort of "sidebar history" is
insulting to all Americans.
Yet unsurprisingly, the lack of adequate historical integration has been apparent for some time. In 2002, Assemblyman
William Payne helped pass a New Jersey state law that mandates black history in the curriculum. The law also created
the Amistad Commission, which outlines lesson plans, trains
teachers and hosts educational events all with the goal of
integrating therole ofblack America into our nation's textbooks
and classrooms.
-

-

stop around then so the cops were all ready and wearing their
riot gear all the time. So they just got in a line and started
running toward us. We were explicitly told not to do anything,
and so I didn't."
At that particular protest UW and SCC students were instructed to observe. Even though they just stood there, police
ran in a line toward them with clubs ready. They caught up to
Schueler when he tripped on the crack in a sidewalk. He was
beat and arrested, along with other students.
"I was wearing contact lenses, and he hit me on the back of
the head so hard that it made both of my contacts pop out at
the same time." Schueler recalled. "Then they pulled me up
by my hair."
Five SU students were arrested and expelled and later
reinstated.
In part, the protests had to do with the fact that a qualified
black candidate for a teaching position was passed over, even
though Seattle University, through its UrbanAffairs Committee, was supposedly seeking a more diverse faculty.
SU's president. Fr. Baker. SJ. worked to further disillusion
students through his antagonizing and allegedly racist comments and actions. During the protests, Fr. Baker was quoted
by Seattle press as saying that "This kind of anarchical activity
on campus... is a return to the jungle." Fr. Baker also accused
demonstrators of trying to "break SU so we'll have to turn it
over to the state make it a black university."
While petitions and the student government failed to get Fr.
Baker fired. SU received a new president the next academic
year.
-

-

-

-

These steps, while small and short-reaching, are extremely
important to ourcountry and its students. As Katliryn Walbert,
Ph.D.. points out in herarticle "Beyond Black History Month."
the process of integrating the history ofblack Americans into
curriculum means teaching from their viewpoint and highlighting ongoing contributions to American society.
According to Walbert. re-evaluating the ways we deal with
black history in the classroom "shifts the focus of history toward ordinary Americans ofvarious backgrounds.. .andmakes
history more relevant and interesting to all students."
The mere presence ofBlack History Month speaks loudly
of the importance of black Americans in our nation's past,
present and future. Yet. we are continuously shortchanging
that recognition by glossing over our history in classrooms
and boxing the subject into a single month.
Saheed Adejumobi. Ph.D., a professor for SU's Global African Studies program, sees this system ofcutting and pasting
our history as a degradation to the legacy of our nation. "Our
country's history and reality have always been multicultural."
he said. "We need to assemble a history of our nation's glory
as well as its shortcomings."
To put it bluntly, through biased history curriculum we're
participating in a whole new kind of segregation than the Civil
Rights Movement overturned. Black history is more than the
horrors of slavery; it's not only about the triumphs ofthe Civil
Rights Movement and it can't be summed up in rap music.
Like America, black culture is still creating itself, still
changing, re-shaping and influencing our society on a daily
basis.
Until we fully recognize that black culture is a part of the
United States, just as the United States is a part ofblack culture andreflect that reality in our classrooms Black HistoryMonth will remain a meager gesture that barely scratches the
surface of who we are as a nation.
-

-
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Redhawk Sports Calandar |
Men's Basketball
vs. Seattle Pacific, Thursday at 7 p.m.
vs. Northwest Nazarene, Saturday at 7 p.m.

Division I buckles under financial pressure
{Continuedfrom page 1)
Aside from financial woes, Fr. Sullivan wanted to redirect
Seattle University's emphasis towards academics; he therefore wanted to allot the majority of the budget into teacher
salaries, availability of classes, and re-modeling campus
buildings.
This shift from athletic emphasis to academics still remains a source of conflict today. Fr. Sullivan was faced with
the task of finding a way to keep SU's doors open. Many
disagree about whether choosing to eliminate competitive
sports was the way to do it. What, then, were the reasons for
choosing athletics, the one thing that the school seemed to
have going for it?
"The basketball program was overdue to be terminated,"
said Sundborg.
According to Sundborg, the basketball team had become
too performance-oriented, to the point of sacrificing academics for athletics.
"The program was a disgrace," said Sundborg. "They
weren't doing what they should have been doing."
Eddie O'Brien, alumni and athletics director from 1958
until the decision was made to de-emphasize athletics, holds
a strikingly different view.
"False statement." said O'Brien, in response to Sundborg's
stance. "The program was not out of control, we were in

"In most cases the truth lies
somewhere in the middle," said
Callero. "While the school was in
financial trouble, the athletic program was also a significant part of
this university's identity and early
success."
Now, after decades of gaining
momentum in academics and
watching the growing success of
SU athletics as its teams continue
to climb their way to higher performance standards, the question
of whether SU can once again go
Division I in athletics remains.
While returning to higher competition would mean more recognition and more growth potential for
the school, the Division I interest
within the SU administration has Father Sullivan delivered the news on April 9, 1980 in the
plateaued.
Pigott Auditorium that intercollegiate sports were to be cut
"The bottomline is money," said for financial reasons.
athletics director Wendy Guthrie.
With the help of Glory Road, many from the community
"The significant piece of moving from Division II athletics
to Division I athletics is resources."
were reminded ofwhat SU used to be known for something
Overall, it would mean an additional $6 million annually a little more exciting than academics at a school that never
for the university to fund Division I athletics. This would needed a football team because it had basketball.
include operational costs, such as funding higher salaries for
With SU beginning to gain popularity and recognition
a full-time coaching staff, travel budget, recruiting budget,
across the nation, the idea of funding may be overbearing,
and the addition of more sports to the program in order to be
but the eventual revenue could prove to be rewarding.
eligible to compete at a Division I level. In addition, there
The Sonics' novelty has worn off, but would that be enough
would need to be funding for a better academic support
system for the athletes, including tutoring and scheduling. to make a comeback possible for SU?
"Where the university chooses to direct its resources is a
Finally, SU would be in need of a major facility upgrade. The
discussion," said Guthrie. "It's always been
philosophical
Chieftains played their home games at the Coliseum. Now,
stadium,
that
could
seat
at
least
out
there
given our history in athletics."
SU would need its own
one
five to eight thousand.
"High schools have better softball
fields, gyms and even locker room facilities than we do," said Callero.
"We want to put more into athletics,"
said Sundborg. "But right now we don't
see it as a vital part of our educational
mission. We need to show ourselves as
being successful at Division II in order
to move up."
"We beat University of Portland, a
Division I school, in Portland," said
Callero. "It's not a question of whether
we can compete at that level, but can
all programs compete at the Division
-

"

Michael Morgan / fhe Spectator January 9,1980

Aside from this season's success in
basketball, the soccer and swim teams
have both performed well this season,
leaving the question of evenly matchedup competition no longer presents an
obstacle in obtaining Division I competi-

a high academic standard conference. We had a president
that was not into intercollegiate sports. When Fr. LeMieux
passed away, it was understood that the program would be
eliminated. Fr. Sullivan told me himself that he was not
interested in competitive sports, but intramural and non-

The decision made by Fr. Sullivan,
though contested within the university
community to this day, came amid a time
of economic change, social change due
to Title IX, and financial uncertainty for
the university.
"People in positions of leadership are
motivated by their own agendas," said
Callero. "Father Sullivan's agenda was
to keep the doors open to the university.
There's obviously emotion tied up in it;
sports are emotional. Could there have
been something in between to make it
work to help us hold on another couple

I

competitive sports."
Many of the alumni were disappointed, and some angered,
by the decision to drop Division I sports at SU as well, including Tom Workman, star player of the 1965-66 season
and NBA recruit.
"I know the academics have improved," said Workman.
"But Fr. Sullivan's fundraising could have grown and done
just as well with the basketball team. It's very disheartening
to watch SU play now in front of a small crowd."
Without a doubt, the decision made by Fr. Sullivan is still

■

(Left to Right) 1980 Governor Dixie Lee
Ray, SU president William Sullivan, S.J.,
and SU athletic director Eddie O'Brien
look on to the Chieftains' opening game
of their last Division I season.

Performance in the classroom was called into question
as the decision was made to drop the Division I program
to the NAIA level.
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Jen Hamann
hamannj@seattku. edit
of points any team has posted against Seattle
since Jan. 31,1995 when they defeated Central
Washington 59-32. There is no surprise why
the Redhawks' defense is currently ranked
No. 13 in NCAA Division II; on average they
allow 53.9 points per game.
Seattle's offense was led by Ashley Brown's
14 points, followed by Jackie Thomas contributing 10 points. Ashley Payne also proved
threatening with a pair of 3-pointers and a total
of eight points and a team-high four assists.
Though UAA was able to tie the game twice in
the second half, the Redhawks finished strong
with a 14-3 run in the last four minutes ofthe
game, to find the buzzer with a 51 -40 win.
The game was an expected win by players,
coaches and fans, since they previously beat
UAA on their home court midJanuary by 17 points. The same
was expected on Saturday night
when the Redhawks suited up
for their last home game of the
regular season against AlaskaFairbanks. Their last meeting
demonstrated Seattle's dominance with a 68-50 win on their
home court as well. However,
things did not go as smoothly
this second time around.
Seattle had a plethora of reasons for needing this win. First
ofall, their own pride was on the
line, as Alaska-Fairbanks came
into the match with a nine-game
losing streak, was 2-10 in the
GNAC, and 0-5 on the road. It
was the Redhawks' last regular
season home game and the last
home game for Amanda Kerr
and Chantell Burch. From the
start, Seattle did not look ready
o play.
Brown tried to set the pace
with the first field goal of the
game, but the Seawolves advanced 7-2 in the first eight
minutes of the game. Mistakes
came from both sides in the lowscoring first half, as neither team
Sophomore Jackie Thomas drives into
played an aesthetically pleasing
the lane past University of Alaska-Angame. Danica Dougherty came
chorage's Limor Pelleg in the Redhawks' in from the bench to post a 3-

This weekend the Seattle University women's basketball team proved their superiority
over both Alaskan teams for the second time
this season. In their last home games of theregular season, the Redhawks gathered expected
wins against Alaska-Anchorage on Thursday
night and Alaska-Anchorage Saturday night
at the Connolly Center.
Thursday night's 51-40 victory started out
with a bang as the Redhawks kept their opponent from scoring for the first 10 minutes. The
Alaska-Anchorage Seawolves scored their first
point with a free throw from Sarah Jones and
a field goal from Mari Riser's layup with 9:41
remaining in the first half. Yet, the Seawolves
were only able to manage 40 points the entire
game due to Seattle's trademark defense. Not

51 -40 victory.

pointer to bring

Seattle went into
the locker room
down 15-17 at
half time, with a

out in the second

with a nice re-

players to make
the score 17-19.
The Redhawks
Sophomore Laina Sobczak looks for a teammate
found themselves
with numerous as she is caught between two Alaska-Fairbanks

players. The Redhawks defeated the Alaska Fairbanks Nanooks, 55-49.

Seawolves' foul
trouble, but the game's free throw shooting
percentage rested at 65.2 percent. UAF player
Cristina Bruketta was unmarked as she posted
two 3-pointers, which helped bring the lead to
nine points in the first 14 minutes ofthe second
halfand a score of 32-23 UAF.
Head coach Dan Kriley felt the first half was
plagued by a defensive let down, noting that
Bruketta was simply not covered well.
"Every game is important from here on out
and we just have to do whatever it takes,"
said Brown.
After this large lead. Brown, who had what
it took to score 19 points in the second half,
took the game by storm. She was six-for-six
from the field in the second halfand five-forsix from the free throw line as she matched her
career high in points with 21— last weekend
she scored 21 points against Humboldt State
on the road.
Despite the good second half comeback,
Kriley did not seem pleased.
"We were not ready to play," he said. "We
were all caught up in Senior Night and were
not focused."
Seattle caught the lead with six minutes
remaining with a pass from Payne to Laura

Jones, who sunk a lay-up that took the lead
41 -40. Seattle picked up their game to take the
win
over Alaska-Fairbanks and improve
theirrecord to 13-10 for the season.
One more win in their last three games of
the regular season would guarantee Seattle
a winning record, something they have not
had since the 1993-94 season, when Seattle
finished 17-10 and advanced to the NAIA
postseason.
Contributing to Seattle's win were Laina
Sobczak's eight points and a team-high seven
rebounds. The second half statistics looked
better as Seattle improved their shooting
percentage to 54.2 percent, thanks to Brown's
shooting and the Redhawks' defense that
caused UAF 26 turnovers in the game.
Kerr felt relieved and sad at the same time
as Seattle closed this weekend with their two

wins.
"I'm going to miss playing at home," said
Kerr, who had five points and two steals
against UAF.
Seattle heads to Central Washington in Ellensburg this Wednesday, followed by a meeting with Western Washington in Bellingham
on Saturday.

Season losses shed light on a disunited Sonics
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Since Bob Hill took over as coach on Jan. 3 after Bob
Weiss was fired, he's noticed how the players will get along
just fine off the court, but rarely communicate to help each
other on the floor.
Most notable is the Sonics silence at the defensive end,
where they are the worst in the NBA, giving up nearly 107
points per game. Hill inserted a new system after taking
over and believes the Sonics are improving, even though \
statistically they were slightly better under Weiss.
Hill noted that typically it takes a full season for a newly
implemented defensive system to be embraced and take ef- j
feet. But the short-termresults have been disappointing, as
the Sonics are just 7-16 since Hill took over.
"Sometimes when a team doesn't talk it's because they're
not sure yet," Hill said. "What we're trying to do is change
in the middle of the season, which is very hard. You have to
give them a lot of credit, because they have triedand they're
better at a lot of things."
Hill also pleaded to the press last week for management
to acquire a backup point guard to help Ridnour.
Before the trade, Radmanovic indicated some ofthe issues
may have been present last year and were hidden behind the
cloak of Seattle's surprising success.
The losing this season has exposed those problems.
"Winning makes everything easier and sometimes things
that are wrong you don't even notice them. Winning covers
it up," Radmanovic said. "When you're losing some things
just show up."

]

SEATTLE (AP) Ray Allen gathers his Seattle SuperSoni.cs' teammates at midcourt after every game for a brief postmortem. And as their losses mount, an evident rift among
his team is widening.
"The teams that do thebest job ofputting personal agendas
aside are the successful teams," Allen said. "It's not easy.
That's why it's hard being a good teammate, but everyone
has that choice."
When theAll-Star breakarrived last year, the Sonics were
the surprising talk of the NBA, a whopping 20 games over
with a 35-15 record. Allen and Rashard Lewis were
uded at the annualmidseason gathering in Denver for their
lents as both players and leaders.
The 180-degree turn this season is equally shocking,
sattle surpassed its loss total from last season before the
middle of February.
As Allen heads to his sixth All-Star game this weekend
in Houston, he's part of a team selling as the Feb. 23 trade
deadline approaches, hoping to rid itselfof disgruntledpieces
that meshed with perfection a season ago.
"People decide if they want to be led, they'll be led,"
Allen said. "Ifthey decide they don't want to be part of the
system, they'll buck it."
First dispatched was forward Vladimir Radmanovic, who
balked at a six-year, $42 million offer from the Sonics last

offseason and instead signed a one-year tender with the club.
Struggling and wildly inconsistent, Radmanovic was dealt
to theLos Angeles Clippers for forward Chris Wilcox, who
had fallen out of favor with the Clippers.
Radmanovic will be a free agent at the end of the season
and general manager Rick Sund said indications were he
would not re-sign with the Sonics. His departure is expected
to be just the start.
The acquisition of Wilcox leaves a surplus of power
forwards on the Sonics roster, and could spell an end to the
Seattle careers of Reggie Evans and Danny Fortson.
Once a starter, Evans now sits idle as the last man on
the Seattle bench. Fortson, battling injuries, hasn't played
since Jan. 6, and seems uninterested in having any part of
Seattle's slide.
Center Vitaly Potapenko and Ronald Murray have also
seen their roles diminished, creating a rift between a core
£roup Allen, Lewis, Luke Ridnour, Nick Collison, Robert
Swift, Damien Wilkins and, Johan Petro and the others.
It's a disconnected unit that looks nothing like the team
that won 52 games and the Northwest Division title a season ago.
"Everyone has to do their job. Everyone has to buy into it
and believe in what we're trying to do regardless of who's
playing and who's not," Allen said.
Still, a trade expected to improve the atmosphere didn't
happen without friction. Lewis, a team captain, told the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer he was upset management didn't
discuss the Radmanovic trade with either him or Allen.
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Symphony brings
Bonnie Hsueh
edu

hsuehm(cilseattleu.

throughout the year.
Founded in 1903, the Seattle Symphony
is one of the largest and oldest in the NorthAccording to its website, the symphony is
committed to "[presenting] symphonic music
of the highest quality in a distinctive way for
the cultural enrichment, education, engagement, and enjoyment of the people of our
community."
Since its inception, the Seattle Symphony
has demonstrated amazing growth. Compared
to the first performance of 24 musicians, the
orchestra currently has 91 full-time musicians,
and its chorale consists of 130 select volunteers. They are led by Music Director Gerard
Schwarz, Associate Conductor Christian
Knapp and Associate Conductor for Chorale
Larry Tucker courtesy of Seattlesymphony.org
Activities GeorgeFlore.
Schwarz, appointed to the National Council The Seattle Symphony Orchestra comprises 91 full-time musicians who perform to over
on the Arts of the National Enowment of the 325,000 people a year.
Arts in 2005, started his career with the Seattle
Symphony in 1983 as Music Advisor. He was
the major classical subscription that lasts 18 weeks, and other
series
appointed to principal conductor the next year and then music
including Basically Baroque, Mainly Mozart, Popuconductor in 1985. Serving more than two decades for the new, untapped audiences, initiating several successful concert
lar Classics, Seattle Pops and
Guitar Popular Culture. It
symphony, Schwarz will have his 21 st anniversary as music series in the process." His leadership has helped the symphony
also has performances in local
"[evolve] into one of the world's finest orchestras."
communities throughout the
Perhaps one of the greatest
of
state of Washington.
achievements
the symphony
is its representation on nearly
Major festivals coming
100 compact discs. Ten of them
soon are Shostakovich Uncovered: Part Two in March
received Grammy nominations
and April, and Made in
and many others have won
America Festival: Part Two
numerous "awards and kudos
for innovation and excellence
in May.
Shostakovich Uncovered:
in programming."
Another recent achievement is Conductor Gerard
Part Two, following the first
its 2003-2004 First Place Award Schwarz is the lead festival in 2003, is designed
for Programming ofContempomusical director for to honor the 100th anniverrary Music from the American
sary ofDmitri Shostakovich's
the Seattle Symbirth. Made in American FesSociety ofComposers, Authors
phony.
tival: Part Two had its initial
and Publishers (ASCAP) and the
American Symphony Orchestra
performance in 2005, with a
League.
focus on mid-20th century
In this 2005-2006 season, the American composers.
Playing now is Seattle Pops: The Fabulous Forties, persymphony plans to hold roughly
220 performances for more than formed from Feb. 16 to 19with conductor JeffTyzik. The music
Yuen Lui Studio courtesy of Seattlesymphony.org 325,000 people, with a budget
list includes many favorite American popular songs including
With 130 members, the Seattle Symphony Chorale is the official of $22.7 million. Its regular New York, New York, "In the Mood," "Oklahoma," "One
concerts include Masterpiece,
O'clock Jump," and "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy."
choir for the Seattle Symphony Orchestra.
—

Local youth battle "Stage Fright" at open mic
Canda Harbaugh
harbaugh@seattleu. edu
Open mic night at the Hugo House may
seem intimidating, but the atmosphere is positive and inspirational.
The Richard Hugo House, a sanctuary for
writers of all ages, offers an open mic night
called "StageFright" twice a monthfor writers
ages 14 to 24.
Performers use the House's cabaret stage
to share their work in a variety of ways, such
as reading poetry, telling jokes,reciting prose
or, in past cases, supplementing a poem with
the use of a harmonica.

While most of the young artists who have
performed in past Stage Frights obviously had
practice in the art of spoken word, there were
definitely a couple newbies.
These few had not quite mastered their
performance or writing skills at least not
to the caliber of the others but they were
nevertheless welcomed and encouraged by
the attentive and friendly audience.
Stage Fright is usually held every other
Wednesday (check out the online calendar
to make sure) and scheduled to run from approximately 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The emcee for a
January Stage Fright put it well when he said,
"Ahhh, we'll start in about 15 minutes. Sorry,
-

-

we never start on time."
Instead, groups of friends stood in circles
next to the complimentary hors d'oeuvres
(chips, donut holes and lemonade), visiting
and patiently waiting for the late-comers they
were expecting.
"It's very much of a social thing here,"
said Sarah, a regular Stage Fright attendee
and high school student at Northwest School.
"Sometimes we go out to coffee together
afterward."
Newcomers have to bebold by approaching these groups and introducing themselves
otherwise, they run the risk of sitting alone.
Many of the regulars also attend Hugo
-

-

House's two-week creative writing program,
"Scribes," held in the summer for 15 to 18year-olds. But the Scribes kids say that there
are new performers at every open mic night
some continue to attend sporadically and
some only attend once.
One can come to perform or just to watch
and listen. A spectator does not just hear these
talentedyoung writers' work, they experience
it through movements, pauses, facial expressions and words as they come hard and fast
or soft and slow.
The experience satisfies an emotional thirst
thatmany people aren't even aware they have,
and inspires one's own creative side.
-

-
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Hail Himsa: an epic new release

13
theORBIT
On and off campus
events that'll make
your week spin.

Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu.edu

edy andDisaster in 2003, the local group spent a good
amount of time touring, working and preparing for a
follow-up that many fans knew would be a step forward
in terms of production, musicianship and brutality. And
they didn't disappoint.
Hail Horror (Prosthetic), their newest release, finds
Himsa signed to a bigger label and writing epic songs
of the metal variety. The album is 10 tracks and rocks
solidly from the opening bell tolls of "Anathema" to
the screams concluding "Send Down Your Reign,"
proving that with the right time and resources, there is
no telling what Himsa can do.
Right off the bat, the recording quality ofHailHorror
is awesome recorded in Denmark, the instruments and Local metal favorites, Himsa, smash out, yet again,
vocals are undeniably clear, and when played through with their third album, Hail Horror.
headphones the album is sheer metal beauty. The opening track, "Anathema," acquaints anyone unfamiliar with Himsa's
Many critics complain that they cannot enjoy metal because
sound, from the dual guitars to the yells of vocalist John Pettibone of the screaming vocals; right off the bat, these critics will
to the solos that define an album. Elements ofhardcore music are
notice a different sound to the vocals on Himsa's albums.
noticeable, and the band throws in tactfully planned breakdowns Rather than screaming, Pettibone bellows a brutal call that is
to appeal to the metalcore audiences looking for a dance.
welcome in a time where vocals can make or break a record.
What succeeds with Hail Horror is the grand scale of each Because of this, Himsa especially on Hail Horror gives
song; they flow from one to another so that when one ends off a sound reminiscent of many older metal bands.
there is another of equal quality waiting to surpass it. As
Anyone with a taste for good guitar work and solid muthe album proceeds, the guitar work key to Himsa's sound sicianship should pick up Hail Horror, both to support a
gets harder and harder; within the first minute of tracks like local act and to rock hard. Not just an all-over-the-place
"The Destroyer," heavy riffs coupled with Pettibone's soalbum that can only be appreciated by metal connoisseurs,
the
that
this
is
the
first
Himsa's newest release continues the trend of label mates
cially-conscious lyrics give
impression
real metal, album with elements of hardcore, as opposed to a like Through The Eyes of the Dead and Light This City, and
straight metalcore album, to be released in years. Tracks like is a display of unbelievably catchy riffs, recognizable dual
"Pestilence," "Wolfchild," and "Seminal" can be appreciated by guitars and youthful aggression in a very mature package.
anyone who likes good music: punishing yet not overbearing, Hail Horror should not be missed nor should the group's
they are loaded with riffs of an undeniable magnitude, and the CD release performance at the Showbox on March 19 with
solos will have everybody smiling.
Darkest Hour.
-

-

-

-

-

-

SU women take on the "V-word"
in a great annual performance

THURSDAY, 2/23
Acoustic Veracity featuring Solo
performances from Meghan of
Racetrack and a vegan dinner
Vera Project (1916 4th Ave)
7 p.m.
$3

All-ages
FRIDAY, 2/24
The Trashies w/ The Pharmacy,

Clorox Girls
Comet Tavern (922 E Pike
9.p.m.

St)

21+

SATURDAY, 2/25
Battle of the Bands featuring 8 SU
Bands
SU Campion Ballroom
Doors 7:30 p.m./Show 8 p.m.
$5/$3 with canned food donation
All-ages
Supergrass w/ Pilot Drift
Showbox (1426 Ist Ave)
Doors 8 p.m.
$20 Adv/$23 Drs

22+

SUNDAY, 2/26
"Knock Me A Kiss"
SU Pigott Auditorium
2 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
FREE

All-ages
MONDAY, 2/27
Monthly Kung Fu Grindhouse
featuring cult-classic films
Sunset Tavern (5433 E Ballard Ave)
6 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m.
FREE
21+

TUESDAY, 2/28
Azar Nafisi, author of Reading
Lolita in Tehran
Elliott Bay Book Co. (101 S Main St)
8 p.m.
FREE

All-ages
Fat Tuesday Celebrate Carnaval
2006 with: Bat Makumba, Cuchata,
Ibrahima Camara & Safal
Chop Smey (1325 E Madison)
Doors 9 p.m.
$8

22+

Becky Lawrence/The Spectator

The 2006 Seattle U cast of "The,Vagina Monologues" performed two shows last week that warmed
the stage with some friendly female fun.
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edit
What comes to mind when you think ofthe
Vagina Monologues? Sex? Feminism? Discrimination? Embarrassment? Many cannot
even say the word "vagina" without feeling
uncomfortable. This sort of repressed feeling was explored through SU's third annual
production of "The Vagina Monologues"
last weekend.
The monologues explore love, grief, persecution and ultimately, the celebration of
womanhood.

What started as a simple text reading in the
basement of a small cafe in New York City
in 1996 is now a nationwide phenomenon,
calling college students and older women to
lend their voices to what it really means to
be a female.
The completely student-run show was held
in Pigott Auditorium, and with the simple set
of a microphone and a chair, the complex
lives of different and unique women came
to life.
From the voices ofBosnian rape victims to
a lesbian sex worker, vaginas were discussed
and theorized, contemplated and mourned.

The concept of the vagina was discussed
not merely as a sex organ, but as the essence
of a woman, according to "The Vagina

Monologues."
This past weekend, men and women across
campus celebrated V-Day, a global movement to end violence against women.
This year, all proceeds from the Seattle
University production were donated to Home
Alive, an anti-violence, non-profit organization here in Seattle, and New Beginnings and
Safe Futures Youth Centers, an organization
dedicated to creating a family atmosphere at
their centers.

WEDNESDAY, 3/1
Hiromi
Dimitriou's Jazz Alley (2033 6th Ave)
Doors 6 p.m./Show 7:30 p.m.
$20.50, 50% off with Student ID
All-ages
Ongoing Events...
"Experimental" Dance Outlet
presented by Choregoraphers2
2/24-25
Chamber Tlieater (915 E Pine)
7:30 p.m.
$9 Adv/$l2 Drs

All-ages
Eve Ensle/s "The Good Body"
2/24-26
Moore Tfieatre (1932 2nd Ave)
Fri. & Sat.-8 p.m., Sun.-7 p.m.

$29-$39
Recomended ages 13+
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SU IS Under Attack!
On Thursday, Feb. 23 SPU is rumored to be attempting to upset our
men's basketball team by bringing close to 200 members of its spirit
group to Seattle U.

We must prevent this!
GO TO THE GAME AROUND 6 P.M. ON THURSDAY NIGHT!
GO HAWKS!
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Campion Ballroom
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Wednesday, March 1
MOVIE NIGHT: Million Dollar Baby
Schafer Auditorium @ 7:30 p.m.
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Thursday, March 9
BLOOD DRIVE!
Stimson Room
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various entertainment groups
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Dance 8:30 p.m.
1:30 a.m.
Keynote speaker, Student speaker,
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Campion turn around

Friday, Feb. 24
12th Annual
UMOJABALL!
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Events Around Campus
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su Team

y date;

Our team is registered and we have
had only THREE members from the SU
community sign-up in the past two weeks.

To register for the team, type the link
below in your Internet explorer and follow
the links for "Join an Existingy Team."
HTTP!//RFCPS.CONVIO.NET/SITE/ I
ID=

r\

.

FR

1 000&PG=ENTRY

I

VOLUNTEER AT

Classifieds
400

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
400. Services
SOO Fnr Rent
600. MISC.

2006
A Healthy Vegetarian Food Festival

Last year student loan interest
rates increased causing a
consolidation
many
students were too late! Don't
let this happen t0 you Call
now for your free loan review.
1.866.266.2200.

scare...

J

.

——
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NANNY wanted to watch 3
elementary aged children (6. 9. 11
cars old) after school from 2:45
PM to 5:00/6:00 PM Monday thru
Thursday. We are located in the
North Capitol Hill neighborhood.
minutes from Seattle University.
Duties would mostly include:
picking up children from school
(St. Joseph's School) assisting
with homework, and some
local driving to sport activities.
Experience with cliildren
preferred and personal references
reqvured. We are looking for
someone who enjoys working
.
with children, energetic and can
multi-task well. Please replv to:
secretgardenpreschooLWcomcast.
\

......
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DOOR KNOCKERS WANTED
Work Part-Time Knocking on
r,
t
Doors. Learn to Invest in Reali

Volunteers needed: Friday March 10th thru' Sunday March 12th

At the Seattle Center Exhibition Hall (on Mercer Street)
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Not Ready for
tVttx T SAT ?
,
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Im Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
~

_
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about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own c i asSes. That's
why you should call me
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.

£??££££

To show our appreciation, all volunteers who help for 4 hrs or more
will receive:
A free Vegfest t-shirt, designed by a local artist
Free admission to the event on Saturday or Sunday
Satisfaction in helping people experience vegetarian
food and learn about its benefits
A lot of fun
•

i

%MH

You don't need to be a vegetarian to volunteer! Volunteering at
Vegfest is a great way to help others while learning more yourself.

To volunteer, just visit www.veqfest2oo6.org/volunteer.html where you
can learn about the jobs and shifts available, find answers to your
questions, and complete our online application form.
Advertise in the Spectator!

ggffij

Please send information and questions to adinfo(a)seattleu.edu

for a free seminar:

Phone: 206.296.6474
Fax: 206.296.6477

524-4915

Website: www.Spectator-Onlinexom
Interested in writing? Come to a Spectator
meeting on Sunday evenings at 6 p.m. in the
basement of Campion Hall, next to the Cave.

I

Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!

I

The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees

51279 Stipend Pay
Commission as an Army Officer

Seattle University College of Education

Reach Your Potential

For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasntussen@usarec.army.mil

Become a Leader In Student Affairs

Travel and Teach English!
a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks
•

•

•

H~"f l^T|7

Intensive Classes begin January 9, February 6, and March 6

*

ll,

The Student Development Administration program at Seattle University will prepare you to
begin or strengthen your career in student affairs on a college campus. With an administrative
focus and diverse student body, this program offers excellent job placement nationally and
locally. Conveniently located in the economic and cultural center of the Pacific Northwest.

*|
•

Earn credits from Seattle University
•

Credits may apply to Master's Programs

"If you are interested In teaching ESL in the US or abroad,
this is the program for you! All of the class instruction was
relevant and really prepared me to be an effective teacher."
-From Nathan, a recent graduate
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•

local schools for internships
Graduate assistantships available
Nationally recognized graduate program

Over

20

-"

—

School of Teaching ESL

(206)

296-6170 or sda@seattleu.edu

(in cooperation with Seattle University College of Education)

206.781.8607

9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103
| www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com | STESLinfo@seattleu.edu

www, seattleu. edu/coe/
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Olympic Update
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(Above) Shani Davis of the United
States competes against Jeremy
Wotherspoon of Canada (not seen)
during the men's 1000 meter speedskating race at Oval Lingotto during
the 2006 Winter Olympics in Turin,
Italy, Saturday, Feb. 18, 2006. Davis
won the gold medal. (AP Photo/Du-
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(Below) Michael Neumayer of Germany
jumps from the Large Hill, during the
Team Ski Jumping competition at the Turin 2006 Winter Olympic Games in Pragelato, Italy, Monday Feb. 20,, 2006.(AP
Photo/Rick Bowmer)
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(Below) From left to right, Justin Warsylewicz,
Denny Morrison and Arme Dankers of Canada
compete during the semifinal round of the
men's team pursuit speedskating at Oval Lingotto during the 2006 Winter Olympics in Turin,
Italy. (AP Photo/Jasper Juinen)

Germany's Andre Florschuetz, left, and Torsten
Wustlich navigate their first run in the Doubles
Luge at the Turin 2006 Winter Olympic Games at
Cesana Pariol, Italy. (AP Photo/Michael Sohn)
(Left) Kyle Nissen of Canada
jumps off the ramp during the
training session Men's Aerials at the Turin 2006 Winter
Olympics in Sauze d'Oulx,
Italy, Tuesday Feb. 21, 2006.
(AP Photo/Peter Dejong)
(Above) Croatia's Janica Kostelic
brushes past a gate during the 2nd
run of the Women's Combined Slalom at the Turin 2006 Winter Olympic Games in Sestriere Colle, Italy.
(AP Photo/Thomas Kienzle) (Below)
France's Joel Chenal clears a gate to
winning the silver medal during the
second run of the Men's Alpine Skiing Giant Slalom at the Turin 2006
Winter Olympic Games in Sestriere
Colle, Italy. (AP Photo/Thomas Kienzle)

(Be/otvJUSA-1, with Shauna Rohbock piloting, heads
for its silver medal finish in Women's Bobsled at the
Turin 2006 Winter Olympic Games at Cesana Pariol,
Italy, Thursday, Feb. 21, 2006. (AP Photo/Kevin Frayer)

(Above) United States goaltender Rick Dipietro eyes
he puck in the first period
against Slovakia during a
mens ice hockey match at
the 2006 Turin Winter Olympic Games in Turin, Italy
Saturday Feb. 18, 2006. (AP
Photo/Eric Risberg)

